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1. Determine! the! reliability! and! reproducibility! of! Cervical! Vertebrae! Maturation! (CVM)!
stage!assessment!amongst!orthodontists!in!training!and!specialist!orthodontists,!looking!
















a! CVM! staging! method! previously,! were! trained! in! the! use! of! the! improved! version! of! the! CVM!
method!for!the!assessment!of!mandibular!growth!using!McNamara’s!teaching!programme.!!
They! independently! assessed!a! sample!of! 72! consecutive! lateral! cephalograms,! taken!at! Liverpool!













The! intraQobserver!and! interQobserver!agreements!were!substantial,! (weighted!kappa!0.6Q0.8).!The!
overall! intraQobserver! agreement! was! 0.70! (SE! 0.01)! with! average! agreement! 89%.! The! interQ
observer! agreement! on! the! first! occasion! was! 0.68! (SE! 0.03)! and! 0.66! (SE! 0.03)! on! the! second!
occasion,!with!an!average!interQobserver!agreement!of!88%.!
Conclusions((


















Knowledge! of! craniofacial! growth! and! development! is! a! prerequisite! for! the! comprehensive! and!
successful!management!of!orthodontic!patients.! ! It!plays!a!crucial! role! in! the!diagnosis,! treatment!
planning,!result!and!overall!stability!of!the!outcome!of!a!patents!orthodontic!treatment.!!Numerous!
methods!have!been!investigated!to!identify!the!stage!of!growth!and!development!and!predict!both!
the!timing!of!onset,!and!potential!of! this!growth.! !These! include!assessment!by!chronological!age,!
skeletal! age,! skeletal! maturation,1,2! mandibular! growth,3! standing! height,2,4Q6! menarche! and! voice!
changes7!and!cervical!vertebrae!maturation.8!Of!these,!the!use!of!handQwrist!radiographs!to!assess!
skeletal!maturity!and!growth!have!been! investigated!by!several!authors.1,4,9,10Q19! Initially!advocated!
by! Bergersen,2! Fishman1! introduced! the! skeletal! maturity! index! (SMI)! in! 1982,! in! response! to,!
conflicting!evidence! from!Houston9!and!Hagg.10! ! The!principal!of!using! the! skeletal!maturity! index!
varied! in! popularity,!mostly! because! it! always! required! additional! radiation! exposure! and! specific!
skill!to!interpret.!!As!a!result,!alternatives!to!handQwrist!radiographs!were!developed.!These!included!
assessment! of! the! relationship! between! skeletal! maturity! using! handQwrist! radiographs! and! CVM!
staging!using!lateral!cephalograms.20Q31!Lateral!cephalograms!are!commonplace!in!orthodontics!and!
more!familiar!to!the!orthodontist.!!!Other!authors!have!looked!at!the!relationship!between!CVM!and!
mandibular! growth32Q38! and! largely! concluded! that! the! CVM! method! is! a! valid! indicator! for! the!
assessment!of!skeletal!maturity,!and! is!comparable!with!the!use!of!handQwrist!radiographs.! !There!
have! been! conflicting! reports! in! the! literature! regarding! the! reliability! and! reproducibility! of! the!
various! methods! of! CVM! staging.11,20,22,24,26,28,29,31,34,37,87,88Q91! This! study! aims! to! determine! the!










of! treatment! is! still! carried! out! on! growing! patients.40! Orthodontists! must,! therefore,! have! an! in!
depth! understanding! of! craniofacial! growth! and! development.! They! must! use! this! knowledge! to!
diagnose!and!plan!treatment!for!their!patients,!so!as!to!determine!the!most!appropriate!and!most!
efficient!options.! ! It! is! important! for!orthodontists! to!be!able! to!evaluate!the!stage!of!growth!of!a!
patient,! and! evaluate! how! much! growth! remains.41,42! ! ! They! may! want! to! use! future! growth! to!
facilitate!treatment,!attempting!to!modify!or!alter!it,!!or!to!assess!potential!adverse!effects!of!future!
growth.! ! However,! for! some! patients,! it!may! be! advantageous! to! delay! treatment! until! growth! is!
completed!for!optimal!results.!!!
!The! rate!of!growth!varies! throughout!childhood!and!adolescence!and!not!all! systems! in! the!body!
grow! at! the! same! rate.43! Craniofacial! growth! is! determined! by! genetics! but! is! also! influenced! by!
environmental!factors.! !Craniofacial!growth!and!development,!from!birth!to!adulthood,!occurs! in!a!!
sequential! and!predictable!pattern,!however! it!demonstrates! large! individual! variation! in! terms!of!
the! chronological! age! at! which! children! reach! similar! developmental! events! such! as! sexual!
maturation,!dental!development!and!peak!statural!height.44!
Many!investigators!have!looked!at!different!methods!to!assess!the!stage!of!growth!and!maturational!
development! of! an! individual! patient! and! predict! the! timing! of! future! growth.! ! Due! to! the! wide!
variation! in! maturity! with! chronological! age,! assessment! of! physiological! maturity! is! a! better!
indicator!in!the!assessment!of!developmental!status.45!Various!methods!of!assessing!developmental!







Growth! and! development! in! humans! is! not! a! uniform! process.! ! It! is! characterised! by! periods! of!
acceleration!and!deceleration! from!birth! to!adulthood.24!Maturation!can!be!viewed!as!a!“series%of%
successive% transformations% through% time% leading% to% the% attainment% of% adult% stature”.46! An!
individual’s!stage!of!maturity!can!be!evaluated!by!assessing!whether!various!maturity!criteria!have!
been! reached.! ! ! Sexual! maturation,! chronological! age,! dental! development,! height,! weight! and!









































maximum! height! is! reached.! This! tells! us! nothing! of! the! rate/velocity! of! growth! that! can! occur.!!










juvenile! growth! spurt,! around!6Q8! years.! ! There! is! then!an!accelerated!phase!of! increased!growth!
rate! around! 10Q16! years.! ! This! is! associated! with! puberty! and! often! referred! to! as! the!
‘circumpubertal%growth%spurt’.43,50,59! !The!average!onset!of!the!pubertal!growth!spurt! is! from!10Q14!
years! in! girls! and! 12Q17! years! in! boys.! ! In! both! sexes,! the! Peak! Height! Velocity! (PHV)! is! seen!
approximately!two!years!after!the!onset!of!the!pubertal!growth!phase.!!Growth!velocity!then!slows!
until! adulthood.! ! ! ! Onset,! duration,! velocity! and! direction! of! growth! can! vary! significantly! among!
individuals!of!the!same!chronological!age,!with!individuals!being!categorised!as!early,!late!or!average!
maturers,!according!the!age!they!undergo!their!pubertal!growth!spurt.46!!!!
Sullivan! et! al.,59! first! reported! the! method! of! prediction! of! the! pubertal! growth! spurt! by!















A! large! body! of! research! has! suggested! that! growth! of! the! facial! dimensions! is! correlated! to! the!
growth!pattern!of!standing!height.! !Nanda61!and!Houston62!reported!that!the!maximum!velocity! in!
facial!growth!was!reached!after!the!maximum!body!height,!whereas!Hunter4!and!Moore63!reported!
that!stature!and!facial!growth!were!coincident!with!each!other.! ! If! it! is!accepted!that!these!events!
occur!at!generally!the!same!time,!this!information!can!assist!the!orthodontist!to!predict!the!effect!of!
future!growth.! ! !Overall,! ! little!strong!evidence!exists!of!a!correlation!between!standing!height!and!
dentofacial! growth! with! several! studies! arguing! both! sides.2,4,16! ! Van! der! Beek5! summarises! the!
discussion! highlighting! the! fact! that! a! comparison! is! measurable,! between! standing! height! and!
mandibular!growth,!and!is!measurable!based!on!specific!aspects!of!a!growth!curve!e.g.!time!of!onset!
and!duration!of!growth!curves!can!be!compared!using!correlative!techniques.!
The! study! by! Mitani! and! Sato3! aimed! to! explore! a! possible! relationship! between! growth! of! the!
mandible!compared! to!other!clinical! variables!during!puberty.! !A! small! sample!was!used! to!assess!







skeletal!growth.! ! It! is!a!useful,!historic,! longitudinal!measure!of!an! individual’s!growth!pattern!but!
has!little!predictive!value!of!future!growth!rate!or!percentage!of!total!growth!remaining!due!to!the!
difficulty! in! identifying! it! practically.64! Although! this! correlation!has! been! scientifically! proven,! the!
practicality!of! using! it! creates! a!problem.! ! Longitudinal,! standardised!height! assessment!would!be!
required!to!identify!accurately!the!onset!of!the!accelerated!phase!of!growth,!and!even!with!this,! it!




stage!of!maturation!of!an! individual.!Tanner,! in!1962,! reported!a! low! level!of!correlation!between!
the!stage!of!dental!eruption!and!skeletal!maturity,!and!a!wide!individual!variation.65!!!!!!!Hagg!et!al.,66!
stated! that! dental! development! had! only! a! weak! correlation! with! the! physiological! maturity! in!
females! and! was! not! an! accurate! predictive! index.! ! However,! Sierra67! aimed! to! correlate! dental!
calcification!with! skeletal!maturity.! ! She! concluded! that! calcification! of! the! lower! canine! had! the!






shown!to!correlate!well!with!stages!of!an! individual’s!biological!maturity.! ! In!females,!the!onset!of!












not! of! benefit! in! predicting! the! onset! of! the! growth! spurt,! but! may! be! a! characteristic! that! an!
orthodontist!would!take!into!account!as!an!indicator!of!having!missed!maximum!growth!phase.10,66!






such! a! line! of! questioning.! ! This! means! that! it! not! included! routinely! in! the! orthodontic! patient!
history.!
2.2.5(Skeletal(maturity(
Skeletal! maturity! refers! to! the! amount! of! ossification! of! a! bone.! ! The! evaluation! of! skeletal!
maturation,!using!radiographs,!allows!the!analysis!of!biological!maturity!of!individuals.! !Maturation!
is! marked! by! an! orderly,! reproducible! sequence! of! recognisable! changes! in! appearance! of! the!
skeleton.12! !Maturation! staging! from! radiograph! analysis! is! a!widely! used! approach! to!predict! the!
timing! of! pubertal! growth,! to! estimate! growth! velocity! and! establish! an! estimate! of! how! much!
growth! is! potentially! remaining.64! ! The! two! main! methods! of! assessing! skeletal! maturity! for! the!










of! developmental! progression! through! adolescence! to! adulthood.1,47! The! handQwrist! radiograph! is!
commonly! used! for! skeletal! developmental! assessment.! ! Greulich! and! Pyle! initially! described! the!
method! of! assessing! skeletal! maturity! using! handQwrist! radiographs,! by! comparing! it! to! a!
standardised!collection!of!radiographic!images!in!an!atlas,!to!predict!the!developmental!stage.13!The!
use!of!the!handQwrist!radiograph!is!based!on!the!different!types!of!bone!available!in!the!region,!and!
their! different! stages! of! ossification.! ! Greulich! and! Pyle! derived! their! standards! from! a! white!
American! population! of! reasonably! high! socioeconomic! status,! and! therefore! are! only! accurately!
applicable!to!a!similar!population.!Tanner!and!Whitehouse!also!developed!a!method!of!assessment!





and! Whitehouse! method.! ! This! may! be! due! to! the! fact! the! standards! were! derived! from! two!
different!populations,!highlighting!that!maturation!is!influenced!by!the!genetics!and!environment!of!
a! population.! ! Therefore,! this!must! always! be! considered!when! applying! population! standards! to!
individuals.!!!
In! the! 1980s,! Fishman!developed! an! alternative! index! using! the! handQwrist! radiograph,! called! the!





















velocities! were! directly! related! to! skeletal! maturational! development.! ! ! The! stages! of! relative!
maturation! were! correlated! to! specific! amounts! of! completed! growth.16! The! SMI,! from! crossQ
sectional!data,!was!supplemented!with!graphs!and!tables,!from!the!longitudinal!study,!to!estimate!
the!relative!growth!rate!and!the!percentage!growth!completed.!!This!evaluation!of!potential!growth!
remaining! was,! and! still! is! in! some! countries,! taken! into! consideration! in! orthodontic! treatment!
planning.!!!!
Assessment! of! skeletal! maturation! from! handQwrist! radiographs! has! been! shown! to! be! both! a!




body! length! was! more! closely! correlated! to! skeletal! maturity! than! growth! of! ramus! height,! and!
concluded! that! the! overall! horizontal! and! vertical! facial! growth! velocity! was! related! to! the! SMI!
determined! by! the! handQwrist! radiograph.! ! However,! individual!mandibular! and!maxillary! growth!
velocity!was!less!robustly!related!to!the!SMI!of!Fishman.54!
Disadvantages!of! the!handQwrist!method!of! skeletal!maturity! assessment,! include! the!need! for! an!
additional!radiographic!exposure!for!the!patient!and!the!need!for!considerable!skill!in!interpretation!
the! handQwrist! radiograph.! ! This! is! particularly! of! concern! to! the! orthodontist! as! it! is! an! area! of!
anatomy!that!they!may!not!familiar!with.!!!
The! validity! of! the! handQwrist! skeletal!maturity! in! the! evaluation! of! craniofacial! growth! has! been!
confirmed! by! numerous! studies,2,18,19! however,! the! additional! and/or! avoidable! radiographic!
exposure! is!an! important!patient! safety! consideration.!The!goal!of!dental! radiography! is! to!obtain!





understood!that! levels!of! radiation!exposure! to!patients,!dental! staff,!and!other!nearby!occupants!
should! be! kept! to! As! Low!As! Reasonably! Achievable! (ALARA)! to! reduce! health! risks! from! ionizing!
radiation.76! The! Ionising! Radiation! (Medical! Exposures)! Regulations! ! (IRMER)! were! produced! and!
state!any!methods!that!can!reduce!patient!radiation!exposures!should!be!practiced.77!Practitioners!
must!always!balance!the!risk!of!patient!exposure!with!the!benefit.!!Therefore,!if!the!orthodontist!is!
not! confident! at! interpreting! the! radiograph,! they! should! not! take! it! and! secondly,! if! there! is! an!
alternative!method! that! reduces! the! radiation! risk! to! the! patient! then! this,! should! be! viewed! as!
superior.!!!!
It!should!also!be!noted!that!there!are!other!limitations!to!the!use!of!the!handQwrist!radiograph!for!






authors,! as! a! method! of! predicting! biological! maturity! and! growth! potential! of! an!
individual.11,20,22,24,26,28,29,31,34,37,87,88Q91! ! This! method! is! based! on! assessing! the! shape! of! the! cervical!
bodies,!seen!on!routine!lateral!cephalograms.!!!
Anatomy)of)the)cervical)spine)
The! anatomy! of! the! vertebrae,! making! up! the! cervical! spine,! is! not! uniform! throughout! each!
vertebra.! !The! first!and!second!differ! in! structure! from!C3QC7! (Figure!4).78!The! first!vertebra! is! the!
Atlas.!!It!is!the!uppermost!and,!along!with!C2,!the!Axis,!it!forms!the!connecting!joint!of!skull!to!the!






neural! arches.! ! The! most! distinctive! feature! of! C2! is! the! strong! odontoid! process,! which! rises!
perpendicularly!from!the!upper!surface!of!the!body.!!The!anterior!portion!of!the!body!is!deeper!than!
the! posterior! and! prolonged! downward! anteriorly.! ! ! Ossification! of! the! body! of! C2! begins! at!
approximately! 5!months’! intrauterine! life.! ! C3QC7! are! structurally! very! similar! and! have! the! same!




















vertebra! grows! in! a! vertical! direction! on! the! anterior! and! posterior! lower! body! of! the! body.!














work! on! previous! authors’! findings.80! Lamparski’s! study! only! included! children! aged! 10Q15! years.!!
This!limits!the!application!of!the!results!as!it!has!been!shown!that!the!circumpubertal!growth!spurt!
can!continue!beyond!this,!especially!in!males.!!!!
Hassel! and! Farman20! used! a! sample! (N=220)! from! the! BoltonQBrush! growth! centre,! to! identify!
maturational! markers! in! the! cervical! vertebrae! that! correlated! with! Fishman’s! Skeletal! Maturity!
Index! (SMI)! using! handQwrist! radiographs.1! ! The! subjects! were! mainly! white! and! primarily! of!
Northern!European!descent.! !They!staged!the!handQwrist!radiographs!of!the!participants!according!
to! Fishman’s! SMI! and! then! studied! the! lateral! cephalogram! taken! on! the! same! day! to! identify! a!
pattern.! !Their!work!concentrated!on!the!maturation!of!C2!to!C4!as!these!were!the!vertebrae!that!
were! easily! identifiable! and! not! obscured! by! the! use! of! a! thyroid! collar.! ! These! vertebrae! were!





the! beginning! and! at! this! stage! 80Q100%! of! adolescent! growth! was! still! expected.! The!
vertebrae! were! wedge! shaped! and! the! vertebral! superior! borders! were! tapered! from!
posterior!to!anterior.!
• Category) 2) was) called) Acceleration.! ! This! correlated! with! SMI! stage! 3! and! 4.! ! Growth!













• Category) 5) was) Maturation.! ! This! correlated! to! SMI! stage! 9! and! 10.! ! Only! 5Q10%! of!
adolescent!growth!could!be!expected!at! this! stage.! ! The! inferior!border!of!C2Q4!had!more!
accentuated!concavities!whilst!C3!and!!C4!were!almost!square!in!shape!
• Category) 6) was) Completion.! ! This! correlated! to! SMI! 11.! ! Growth! was! considered! to! be!
finished.!!Deep!concavities!were!seen!on!the!lower!border!of!C2Q4.!!C3!and!C4!were!square!
or!vertically!rectangular.!!!
Hassel! and! Farman20! reported! significant! intraQobserver! and! interQobserver! reliability.! ! They!
concluded!that!improved!training!in!staging!would!improve!the!reliability!of!the!staging!method,!and!
that! it!was!comparable!with!Fishman’s!SMI!method! for!assessment!of! individual!skeletal!maturity.!
Correlation!of! the!Hassel! and!Farman’s!method!with!SMI!was! supported!by!Pancherz!et!al.,! in!his!
study!assessing!treatment!effects!of!the!Herbst!applance.84!! !San!Roman24!reported!greater!validity!
when!the!Hassel!and!Farman20!!method!was!compared!to!the!Lampriski8!method!due!to!the!greater!
description!of! each! stage! and! a!more! accurate! sample! from!which! the! results!were!derived.! ! The!
Hassel!and!Farman!method!has!draw!backs!in!that!it!relies!on!cephlometric!tracing!initially!which!can!













• Stage) 1) (Cvs) 1):! the! inferior! borders! of! the! bodies! of! all! cervical! vertebrae! are! flat.! The!
superior!borders!are!tapered!from!posterior!to!anterior.!!
• Stage) 2) (Cvs) 2):! a! concavity! develops! in! the! inferior! border! of! the! second! vertebra.! The!
anterior!vertical!height!of!the!bodies!increases.!
• Stage)3)(Cvs)3):!a!concavity!develops!in!the!inferior!border!of!the!third!vertebra.!!
• Stage) 4) (Cvs) 4):! a! concavity! develops! in! the! inferior! border! of! the! fourth! vertebra.!
Concavities! in! the! lower! borders! of! the! fifth! and! of! the! sixth! vertebrae! are! beginning! to!
form.!The!bodies!of!all!cervical!vertebrae!are!rectangular!in!shape.!!
• Stage) 5) (Cvs) 5):! concavities! are! well! defined! in! the! lower! borders! of! the! bodies! of! all! 6!
cervical!vertebrae.!The!bodies!are!nearly!square!in!shape!and!the!spaces!between!the!bodies!
are!reduced.!!





Franchi! and! his! team’s! initial! modification! and! validation! of! the! CVM! staging! method,! in! 2000,!
retrospectively!assessed! longitudinal!growth!records!of!24!subjects! (15!males!and!9! females)! from!
the!Michigan!Elementary!growth!study.! !They!concluded!that!the!modified!CVM!index!was!able!to!
detect!the!greatest!increment!in!mandibular!and!craniofacial!growth!and!that!this!corresponded!to!
the! interval!between!stage!3!and!4! in!100%!of!males!and!87%!of! females.! !This!was!the!period!of!
maximum!growth! in! the!overall! statural!height,!as!well!as! the!mandible.!They!also!stated! that! if!a!






(Figure! 7).! ! O’Reilly! and! Yanniello32! also! found! similar! results! when! they! assessed! annual!
cephalograms!of!14!female!patients.!













stage! changes,! to! allow! straightforward! determination! of! the! stage! from! a! single! cephalogram!
(Figure!8).!
Figure* 8* :* The* newly* improved* CVM* Method* (five* developmental* stages,* CVMS* I* through* CVMS* V).*Different* combinations*of*morphological* features* in* the*bodies*of*C2,*C3,* and*C4*are*presented* for* the*new*method37*
!
!
In! this! study,! they! reviewed! longitudinal! records! of! 30! subjects,! 18! boys! and! 12! girls,! from! the!






























of! the!bodies!of!C3!and!C4!are! squared! in! shape.! If!not! squared,! the!body!of! the!
other! cervical! vertebra! still! is! rectangular! horizontal.! The! peak! in! mandibular!
growth!has!occurred!not!later!than!one!year!before!this!stage.!
V) The!concavities!at!the!lower!borders!of!C2,!C3,!and!C4!still!are!evident.!At!least!one!







In! 2005,! the! Franchi! and! Baccetti! team! again! revised! their! CVM! staging!method! to!make! it!more!
valid!for!the!appraisal!of!mandibular!skeletal!maturity!in!the!individual!patient.38!They!reverted!back!
to! a! 6! stage! maturation! sequence! and! refined! it! to! be! more! practical! to! apply.! They! used! a!
description!of!each!stage!of!maturation!that!did!not!rely!on!what!the!previous!stage!definition!had!







































The! validity! of! the!maturational! staging,! using! the! cervical! vertebrae,! has! been! assessed!by!many!
authors,!mainly!through!comparison!with!the!handQwrist!method!of!skeletal!maturation!assessment.!
Mitani!and!Sato36! reported!that!changes! in! the!cervical!vertebrae!also!correlated!significantly!with!









It! is! therefore! assumed! that! cervical! vertebral! staging! is! as! valid! as! the!well! accepted!method! of!
skeletal!maturity! assessment,! the! handQwrist! radiograph.! ! The! principal! advantage! of! the! cervical!
vertebral! staging!method! is! that! the! information! is! readily!available! from!the! lateral!cephalogram,!







according!to!Baccetti!et!al.,38! ! !also!include!that! it!must!detect!the!peak!in!mandibular!growth,! in!a!
consistent!manner,!with! interQexaminer!error!as! low!as!possible.! !The!available! literature!assessing!
the! reliability! of! the! CVM! staging! method! is! conflicting,! with! intraQobserver! and! interQobserver!
correlation! ranging! from!perfect! agreement! to!poor! agreement.! ! The! findings!of! the!main! studies!
addressing!reliability!of!the!various!methods!of!CVM!staging!are!summarised!in!Table!3.!
Reliability(of(Cervical(Vertebrae(Maturational(Index(
Most! studies! have! reported! high! reproducibility! results! for! the! various! staging!
methods.11,20,22,24,26,28,29,31,34,37,38,76Q80! ! The!majority! of! the! studies! quoting! almost! perfect! correlation!
have! used! tracings! of! the! vertebrae! rather! than! the! actual! radiograph.! ! This!may! introduce! error!
either! by! the! accidental! random! tracing! error! or! systematic! error,! introduced! by! investigators!
attempting!to!define!stages!more!easily.!!Some!of!the!research!studies!also!used!the!same!observers!







reduction!of! the!generalisability!of! the! findings!as! these!results!would!only!be!applicable!to!highly!
trained! individuals.! ! Other! problems! identified! from! reviewing! the! literature! include! small! image!
sample! sizes! assessed! and! small! numbers! of! observers,! both! reducing! the! generalisability! of! the!
results.!!!
Gabreil! et! al,.78! attempted! to! address! these!methodological! concerns! in! his! study.! ! They! used! 10!
orthodontic! specialists! as! observers,! with! no! known! prior! training! and! a! large! sample! of! 90!
cephalograms.!This!study!displayed!the!cephalograms!to!the!observers!in!a!cropped!form,!showing!
only!the!cervical!vertebrae,!and!concluded!poor!reliability!of!the!CVM!method!and!criticised!many!of!
the!previous! reliability! studies.! !The! reasoning! for! this!was! that!he! felt! it!would!minimise!possible!
bias! from! other! aspects! of! the! cephalogram.! Cropping! of! the! cephalogram,! to! include! only! the!
cervical! vertebrae,! is! an! artificial!manipulation! of! the! clinical! record! that! can! influence! results,! as!
clinicians! or! researchers! are! likely! to! have! the! entire! radiograph! available! in! an! everyday! setting.!!!!
Cropping! reduces! the! resemblance!of! the! test!environment! to! the!normal! clinical! situation,!and! is!
therefore! felt! to! be! an! unnecessary! step! that! could! potentially! influence! the! reliability! and!
reproducibility!of!the!method.!!!
A! recent! systematic! review! of! the! CVM!method! highlighted! the!methodological! flaws! of! previous!
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Percentage! agreement! has! been! widely! used! as! a! measure! of! agreement,11,22,34,88,91! ! but! may! be!
misleading,! as! it! makes! no! allowance! for! the! agreements! that! would! occur! by! chance.! ! Cohen’s!
kappa!statistic!was!introduced!as!a!measure!of!agreement!which!avoids!the!problems!of!percentage!
agreement,!by!adjusting!the!observed!proportional!agreement,!to!take!into!account!the!amount!of!
agreement! that!would! be! expected!by! chance.100! ! ! Cohen’s! kappa! is! the!proportion!of! agreement!
adjusted!for!that!expected!by!chance!with!values!ranging!from!11!to!+1.!!It!is!the!amount!by!which!
the!observed!agreement!exceeds!that!expected!by!chance!alone,!divided!by!the!maximum!that!this!





When! the! researcher! can! specify! the! relative! seriousness!of! each! kind!of!disagreement,! they!may!
employ! the! weighted! kappa! statistic.102! The! weighted! kappa! statistic! allows! for! scoring! of! partial!
agreements!between!observations.! !Unweighted!kappa!statistic!only!scores!agreement!when!there!
is! exact! agreement!between!observations.! !Unweighted! kappa! is! unsuitable! for!ordinal!data.! ! The!
CVM! index! describes! a! continuous! biological! process! of! maturation,! consequently! disagreements!




complete!and!partial! agreement.102!Weighting!attaches!greater!emphasis! to! large!differences! than!
small!differences.!!The!magnitude!of!kappa!is!influenced!by!the!choice!of!weighting!and!naturally!the!
larger! the! number! of! categories! the! greater! the! potential! for! disagreement.102! The! two! most!
commonly! applied! weights! are! linear! and! quadratic.! ! Linear! weightings! are! proportional! to! the!
number! of! categories! apart,! whereas! quadratic! weightings! are! proportional! to! the! square! of! the!
number!of!categories!apart.!The!weightings!for!a!6!category!scale!can!be!seen!in!Figure!12!.!
Figure'12:'a)'Linear'weightimgs'and'b)'Quadratic'weightings'
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !a)#Linear#weightings#
#
!! 1! 2! 3! 4! 5! 6!
1! 1! 0.8! 0.6! 0.4! 0.2! 0!
2! 0.8! 1! 0.8! 0.6! 0.4! 0.2!
3! 0.6! 0.8! 1! 0.8! 0.6! 0.4!
4! 0.4! 0.6! 0.8! 1! 0.8! 0.6!
5! 0.2! 0.4! 0.6! 0.8! 1! 0.8!





! 1! 2! 3! 4! 5! 6!
1! 1! 0.96! 0.84! 0.64! 0.36! 0!
2! 0.96! 1! 0.96! 0.84! 0.64! 0.36!
3! 0.84! 0.96! 1! 0.96! 0.84! 0.64!
4! 0.64! 0.84! 0.96! 1! 0.96! 0.84!
5! 0.36! 0.64! 0.84! 0.96! 1! 0.96!
6! 0! 0.36! 0.64! 0.84! 0.96! 1!
!
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Intra! Class! Correlation! coefficient.105! Linear! weighted! kappa! varies!much! less! with! the! number! of!
categories.!
Intra! Class! Correlation! (ICC)! was! devised! to! deal! with! the! relationship! between! variables! within!
classes! and! has! been! extended! to! the! comparison! of! observers,! with! the! condition! that! the!
observers! are! regarded! as! a! random! sample! of! all! possible! observers,! and! hence! part! of! the!




agreement! among! observers,! if! the! same! observers! rate! each! component! being! studied,! then!







al.,109! ! originally! described! it! as! a!method! of! assessing! agreement! between! observers! ranking! the!
order!of!n!subjects!according!to!some!quality.! !The!example!in!Kendall’s!paper!is!the!agreement!of!















index! or! scale! is! to! be! advocated! for! routine! use! to! aid! orthodontic! diagnosis! and! treatment!
planning.! ! !The! index!must!be!reliable!and!sufficiently!objective!to!give!similar!results! for!different!























3. The!CVM! index!has! a!defined! stage! that! corresponds! to! the!onset!of! the!pubertal! growth!
phase.!!
4.1$Aim$
Application! of! the! CVM! index! relies! on! the! lateral! cephalogram! clearly! displaying! the! cervical!
vertebrae.!!The!aim!of!this!preliminary!audit!was!to!evaluate!whether!lateral!cephalograms!taken!at!
Liverpool! University! Dental! Hospital! routinely! included! the! second,! third! and! fourth! cervical!













the! 1st! October! 2010! to! 31st! January! 2011,! were! assessed! retrospectively! for! the! inclusion! of!
vertebrae!CV2,3,4!and!the!ability!to!stage!the!CVM!(see!Figure!4.2!for!examples).!
Figure'4.2':'Assessment'Criteria:'Lateral'cephalogram'clearly'displaying:'
A)#CV2,#CV3#and#CV4# #################B)#CV2#and#CV3## # ###C)#Only#CV2#.!










Discussions! with! the! radiology! department! regarding! correct! positioning! the! patient! in! the!
cephalostat!and!training!on!how!to!position!patient!in!the!natural!head!posture!were!made.!!











this! staff! in! the! Radiology! department! were! provided! with! appropriate! training! on! positioning!
patients! correctly! in! natural! head! posture! when! having! a! lateral! cephalogram! taken.96! After! a!
washout!period,!the!second!audit!was!commenced!to!assess!if!there!had!been!an!improvement.!!
'
!Table' 4:' Results' from' initial' audit' (October' 2010LJanuary' 2011)' and' reLaudit' (October' 2011L' January'2012'










































increased! to!100%!and!93%!clearly!displayed!CV4.! !Therefore!CVM!staging!was!possible! in!93%!of!
cephalograms!assessed!(Table!1).!!!
Overall,! the! ability! to! stage! lateral! cephalograms! using! the! Baccetti38! method! of! CVM! staging!





to! stage! 16%! of! lateral! cephalograms! using! the! Hassel! and! Farnam!method,20! as! the! radiographs!
were!not!clear!in!the!cervical!vertebrae!region.97!!
The!results!of!this!audit!show!that!CV2!was!present!on!all!cephalograms!and!it!was!CV3!and/or!CV4!
that!were!not!visible.! ! It!was! identified! that! this!was!a! result!of!patient!positioning.! !This!happens!
when! patients! were! positioned! with! their! neck! hyper1extended,! rather! than! in! a! more! vertical!





The! target,! that! 90%! of! lateral! cephalograms! had! CV2,3,4! clearly! visible,!was! not!met! in! the! first!


















• Assess! whether! increased! experience! with! the! index! improved! the! agreement! between!
principal!investigator!(BJR)!and!Research!Supervisor!(JEH).!








a! reproducible! or! reliable! method! of! assessing! the! stage! of! cervical! vertebrae! maturation,! when!
assessed!by!orthodontic!specialists!and!orthodontists!in!training.!!!




































review! of! the!minutes! from! previous! audit!meetings! revealed! that! approximately! 15120! clinicians!








sample! to! evaluate! comprehensively! the! index! with! minimum! bias,! while! keeping! the! sample! a!
practical!size!for!observers.! ! !The!minimum!number!of!cepholgrams!in!the! image!sample,!that!was!













who!had!had! a! lateral! cephalograms! taken!were! identified! from! first! year! StRs! patient! log! books.!!
Lateral! cephalograms! were! selected! in! the! consecutive! order! based! on! the! date! they! had! the!
radiograph!was!carried!out.!NRES!permitted!access!to!patient!case!notes!to!determine!they!satisfied!
the!inclusion!and!exclusion!criteria.!!!!
When! a! suitable! lateral! cephalogram!was! identified! it!was! exported! from! the! hospital! networked!
radiograph!programme!to!a!fully!anonymised!image!database.!!!Each!radiograph!was!given!a!unique!
numerical!identification!code,!in!the!order!it!was!exported,!from!01!to!72.!!
The!sample! included!only!patients!who!had!been!assessed!and!deemed!appropriate! for! treatment!
under!the!NHS!at!LUDH.!!!
!The! sample! of! consecutive! lateral! cephalogram! images! was! then! presented! in! a! PowerpointTM*
presentation.! ! Each! radiograph! extended! to! display! all! structures! that! are! routinely! visible! on! a!
lateral! cephalogram,99! in! order! to! make! the! study! environment! as! close! to! clinical! practice! as!
possible.!!!!
7.4.3$Radiographic$exposure$$


















• Had!been!diagnosed!with!any!congenital!clefts!of! the! lip!or!palate,!or!known!or!suspected!
craniofacial!syndromes!or!growth!related!conditions.!
• Required!orthognathic!surgery.!




A! supplemental! sample! of! 11! ‘ideal’! radiographs,! that! had! previously! had! their! CVM! stage!
determined! by! Professor! J! McNamara,! formed! the! “gold! standard”! sub1sample! of! final! image!
sample.! ! These! radiographs!were!presented! in!a! cropped! format,!extended! to! include! the!cervical!
vertebrae!only.!They!were!presented!in!this!format!as!this!was!how!the!authors!of!the!CVM!staging!




which! the! index! would! be! used! in! clinical! practice.! ! The! sub1sample,! described! by! Professor!
McNamara,! portrayed! clearly! the! stages! of! CVM.! The! purpose! of! this! supplemental,! pre1staged!
sample,!was! to!validate! the! training!provided! to! the!observers!and!allow!comparison!of! the!study!
sample!with!the!‘gold!standard’!sample.!This!gave!a!total!image!sample!of!83.!!!
Validation'of'LUDH'experts'
The! PI! and! supervisor! involved! in! this! study! (BJR! and! JEH)! staged! the! sample! of! radiographs!
independently! under! same! conditions! as! clinician! observers.! ! Their! agreement! was! assessed!
separately.!!Professor!J!McNamara,!co1author!of!the!index!also!independently!staged!the!complete!





2012.! ! The! session! commenced! with! a! training! presentation,! given! by! BJR,! on! the! CVM! staging!
method!described!by!Baccetti!et!al.,38!!
Professor!McNamara,! co1author! of! the! index,! provided! the!material! for! the! training! presentation.!
The!format!of!the!training!presentation!was:!
1. Morphological! changes! the! cervical! bodies! undergo! during! maturation! were!
diagrammatically!described.!












!This! training! exercise! was! designed! to! introduce! the! features! of! the! index! to! the! observers!
gradually,! progressively! building! on! their! understanding,! and! then! allow! them! to! apply! their!
knowledge!in!the!calibration!exercise.!!!
Observers!were!provided!with!hard! copies!of! reference!material! for! consideration! throughout! the!
reliability!study.!!(Appendices!6!and!7)!!
Immediately! following! the! training,! the! observers! were! shown! the! image! sample! of! lateral!
cephalograms.! ! Random! number! tables! determined! the! order! of! the! image! sample.! ! The! gold!
standard! images!were! inserted! into! the! image!presentation!at! regular! intervals.! ! Random!number!
tables!also!determined!the!order!of!these!images.!!!Each!image!was!shown!for!30!seconds,!in!which!
time! each! observer! recorded! the! CVM! stage,! they! felt! best! described! the! image,! on! score! sheet.!!
(Appendix!8).!!At!the!mid!way!point!the!observers!were!given!a!10!minute!break!to!avoid!fatigue.!
7.8$phase$2$$
The! second!phase! of! the! study!was! carried! out! in! July! 2012.!Observers!were! again! trained! in! the!
















































Intra1observer! agreement! was! determined! using! percentage! agreement! and! using! the! weighted!
kappa!co1efficient,!to!calculate!the!chance!corrected!agreement.100!!!
In! this! study,! linear!weighted! coefficients!were! determined! for! intra1observer! reliability! and!were!












# 1# 2# 3# 4# 5# 6# #
1# 95! 17! 22! 5! 3! 0! 142#
2# 21! 100! 36! 13! 5! 0! 175#
3# 13! 29! 110! 45! 14! 1! 212#
4# 2! 6! 39! 206! 60! 7! 320#
5# 0! 1! 13! 88! 217! 43! 362#
6# 0! 0! 2! 8! 62! 157! 229#












This! study! was! be! monitored! by! the! lead! researcher! to! ensure! compliance! with! Good! Clinical!
Practice!and!scientific!integrity!was!managed!and!retained!by!the!Co1sponsors!(Trust/University).!
Data'Handling'











The! intra1observer! and! inter1observer! agreements! for! the! application! of! the! CVM! staging! index38!!
was!explored!using!a!two!phase!reliability!study.! !Twenty!orthodontic!clinicians!staged!a!sample!of!
83! lateral! cephalograms!presented! in! two!different! random!orders.! !The!cephalogram!sample!was!
made!up!of!72!consecutive!lateral!cephalograms!taken!at!Liverpool!University!Dental!Hosital!(LUDH),!
and! 11! ‘ideal’! pre1staged! images,! clearly! depicting! various! CVM! stages,! which! were! provided! by!
Professor!J!McNamara.!!!
• The! overall! intra1! and! inter1observer! reliability! for! the! LUDH! sample! was! ‘substantial’,!
(weighted!kappa!0.610.8).!!
• The! overall! intra1observer! weighted! kappa! statistic! was! 0.70! (SE! 0.01)! with! percentage!
agreement!of!89%.!!
• The! inter1observer! linear!weighted! kappa! statistic! on! the! first! occasion!was!0.68! (SE!0.03)!




The! intra1observer! agreement,! between! all! 20! clinicians! for! the! consecutive! image! sample! from!



















95! 0.82! 0.02! 0.7710.86!
!









# 1# 2# 3# 4# 5# 6# #
1# 95! 17! 22! 5! 3! 0! 142#
2# 21! 100! 36! 13! 5! 0! 175#
3# 13! 29! 110! 45! 14! 1! 212#
4# 2! 6! 39! 206! 60! 7! 320#
5# 0! 1! 13! 88! 217! 43! 362#
6# 0! 0! 2! 8! 62! 157! 229#


















# 1# 2# 3# 4# 5# 6# #
1# 20! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 20#
2# 0! 38! 1! 1! 1! 0! 41#
3# 1! 5! 29! 5! 0! 0! 40#
4# 0! 1! 3! 14! 11! 0! 29#
5# 0! 0! 1! 13! 54! 10! 78#
6# 0! 0! 0! 0! 8! 4! 12#
TOTAL# # 21# 44# 34# 33# 74# 14# 220#
!
Table!8.1.2!and!8.1.3!demonstrates!the!frequency!of!each!intra1observer!agreement,!with!the!blue!
cells! representing! the! absolute! agreement.! ! When! staging! the! LUDH! sample! this! population! of!
observers! achieved! absolute! agreement! in! 61.4%! of! observations! and! off! the! disagreements! a!












was! 88%! and! classified! as! ‘substantial’,! with! weighted! Fleiss’! kappa! κw! 0.68! (SE! 0.03).! ! The!
agreement! between! observers! looking! at! the! ideal! image! sample,! was! 93%! ,! !κw! 0.83! (SE! 0.03).!!
(Table!8.2)!!This!implies!‘almost!perfect!agreement’!between!observers.!However,!the!lower!limit!of!
the!95%!confidence!interval!did!encroach!into!the!‘substantial’!agreement!classification.!!




















93! 0.83! 0.03! 0.7610.90!
!
8.3.2.$Phase$II$
The! results! of! the! agreement! on! phase! II! of! the! reliability! study!were! reassuringly! very! similar! to!
phase!I.!(Table!8.3)!The!agreement!when!clinicians!staged!the!LUDH!sample!was!88%,!!ΚW!0.66!(SE!
0.03).!!!
The! agreement! when! the! ideal! image! sample! was! staged! was! 92%,! ΚW! 0.83! (SE! 0.04).! ! The!



































Table! 8.4! summarizes! the! agreement!within! the! consultant! orthodontist! and! the! orthodontists! in!
training!programme!groups.!!The!intra1observer!agreement!within!the!consultant!orthodontist!group!
for! the! LUDH! sample!was! 88%!agreement,!Κw! 0.69! (SE! 0.02).! ! This!was! a! ‘substantial! agreement’!
with! the! 95%! confidence! limits! contained! within! the! margins! for! this! level! of! agreement.! ! The!
agreement!for!the!ideal!image!sample!was!‘almost!perfect!‘!with!94%!agreement,!Κw!0.82!(SE!0.03),!
although! the! lower! 95%! confidence! limit! did! lie! in! the! ‘substantial’! agreement! interval.! ! ! The!
difference! in! agreement! between! the! two! image! samples,! for! consultant! orthodontists,! was!
significant.!!!
The! intra1observer! reliability! for! the! trainee!orthodontists!group!were! ‘substantial’!agreement! ! for!
the!LUDH!sample!!and!‘almost!perfect!agreement!‘!for!the!ideal!image!sample,!Κw!0.73!(SE0.01)!and!
Κw! 0.81! (SE0.03)! respectively.! ! It! was! not! possible! to! determine! whether! this! was! a! statistically!
significant!greater!kappa!score.!!!
Comparing! the! two! groups’! intra–observer! reliability,! the! trainee! orthodontists! had! better! kappa!
scores!for!the!LUDH!image!sample,!than!the!consultant!orthodontists.! !However,!the!converse!was!







































In!phase! I!of! the!reliability! study! the!consultants’! inter1observer!agreement!was!88%, Κw!0.66! (SE!
0.03)! for! the!LUDH! image!sample,!and! improved! to!92%!Κw!0.81! (SE!0.04)!when!staging! the! ideal!










Agreement! within! the! consultant! orthodontists’! group! and! trainee! orthodontists’! group! was! also!
evaluated! in! phase! II.! (table! 8.5b)! Overall! the! results! followed! a! comparable! trend! to! the! first!
session.! ! At! the! second! session! of! the! reliability! study,! the! consultants’! inter1observer! agreement!
was!87%, Κw! 0.61! (SE!0.03)! for! the! LUDH! image! sample,! and! improved! to!94%!Κw! 0.85! (SE!0.03)!
when! staging! the! ideal! image! sample.! ! The!agreement! for! these! samples!was! ‘substantial’! for! the!






In! phase! II! the! inter1observer! reliability! for! the! LUDH! sample! was! 90%,! Κw! 0.71! (SE! 0.03).! The!













































































The! ideal! image! sample!was!provided!by! the! co1author!of! the! index,!Dr! J!McNamara.! ! This! image!
sample! had! been! staged! by! Dr!McNamara! and!was! described! as! “clearly! representing! clear! CVM!
stages”.! !Assessing!the!agreement!between!all!observers,!when!they!applied!the!index!to!the!ideal!
image!sample!of!11!standardized!images,!was!used!to!validate!the!CVM!teaching!method!described!
by!McNamara.38! ! !The!agreement!with!this! ideal!sample!was!overall! ‘almost!perfect’.! ! ! (Table!8.6).!!
The!overall!intra1observer!agreement!was!95%,!Κw 0.82!(SE!0.02).!!The!inter1observer!agreement!on!
the!first!and!second!occasions!was!93%,!Κw 0.83!(SE!0.03)!!!and!92%,!Κw 0.83!(SE!0.04)!respectively.!!
The!high! level!of!agreement! in!staging! ideal! image!sample!suggests!that!observers!understood!the!
teaching!method!and!were!able!to!apply!it!in!the!method!it!was!intended,!to!the!ideal!sample.!!!







































Evaluating! the! intra1observer! agreement,! for! the! LUDH! image! sample,! BJR! had! intra1observer!
agreement!of! 96%,!Κw 0.88 SE(0.03)! and! JEH!had! agreement! ! 90%,!Κw0.83SE! (0.04).! ! Both!of!
these!results!suggest!‘almost!perfect!agreement’!although!JEH’s!lower!95%!confidence!limit!did!fall!
in! the! ‘substantial! agreement’! category.! ! BJR’s! intra1observer! agreement! was! significantly! higher!
than!JEH’s.!!!












TABLE' 8.7:' IntraCobserver' reliability' of' experienced' researchers' compared' to'
results'of''clinicians'with'no'previous'experience.''''
# Linear#weighting#





90! 0.83! 0.04! 0.7410.92!
IDEAL! SAMPLE!
(11)!
98! 0.94! 0.06! 0.8111!
BJR# LUDH!
SAMPLE!(72)!
96! 0.88! 0.03! 0.8110.95!
IDEAL! SAMPLE!
(11)!






89! 0.72! 0.01! 0.6710.73!
IDEAL! SAMPLE!
(11)!
















Comparing!BJR! and! JEH’s! intra–observer! agreement,! to! the! intra1observer! agreement! between! all!
other!clinicians,! for! the! ideal! image!sample,!BJR!had! intra1observer!agreement!of!100%,!Κw1,! JEH!
had!agreed!98%,!Κw0.94SE!(0.06)!and!the!other!observers!had!agreement!95%,!Κw 0.82!(SE!0.02).!!!
!
In! summary,! ! BJR’s! intra1observer! agreement!was! greater! than! JEH’s!which! is! in! turn!was! greater!
than! the! clinicians! with! no! previous! experience.! BJR! and! JEH’s! intra1observer! agreement! for! the!
LUDH! image! sample,! was! greater! than! the! other! clinicians.! ! This! difference! was! statistically!
significant.!!These!findings!correspond,!approximately,!to!the!level!of!experience.!!This!confirms!that!






The! inter1observer! agreement! between! JEH! and! BJR! was! compared! over! the! 2! phases! of! the!
experiment!(table!8.8).! !Their!agreement!was!‘almost!perfect’!for!the!LUDH!sample!in!both!phase!I!
and!II,!with!93%,!Κw 0.80 (SE!0.05)!and!93%,!Κw 0.81 (SE!0.05),!agreement!respectively.!!The!point!
kappa!score!was! in! the! ‘almost!perfect’!agreement!category!however,! the! lower! limits!of! the!95%!
confidence! intervals,! for! both! phases,! was! located! approximately! midway! into! the! ‘substantial”!
agreement!category.!!
The! inter1observer!agreement,!between!BJR!and! JEH! for! the! ideal! image! sample,! at!phase! I! and! II!
was!‘almost!perfect’,!with!99%,!Κw0.94SE!(0.06)!and!100%,!Κw1, agreement!respectively.!!!!





Comparison! of! inter1observer! agreement! between! JEH! and! BJR,! compared! to! the! overall! inter1
observer!agreement!between!all!other!clinicians!was!evaluated.!!(Table!8.8)!




When!the! inter1observer!kappa! for! the! ideal! image!sample!was! investigated! the!agreement! for!all!
groups!was!classified!as!‘almost!perfect’!agreement,!ranging!from!0.83!to!1.!!The!researchers’!inter1























93! 0.80! 0.05! 0.7110.90!
phase!!
II!










88! 0.68! 0.03! 0.6210.74!
phase!!
II!
88! 0.66! 0.03! 0.6110.72!








99! 0.94! 0.07! 0.8111!
phase!!
II!










93! 0.83! 0.03! 0.7610.90!
phase!!
II!





To! establish! the! researchers! as! ‘experts’! in! his!method!of! CVM! staging,! the! researchers’!mutually!
agreed! CVM! stages! for! each! radiograph! in! the! LUDH! sample! was! compared! to! the! CVM! stage!
determined! by! the! authors! of! the! index,! Dr.! J!McNamara! (JM)! and!Dr.! L! Franchi.! (LF)! The! overall!
agreement!between!the!2!results!was!‘substantial’!!!93%!Κw 0.78 (SE!0.03).!!The!upper!limit!of!the!
95%! confidence! interval! fell! in! the! ‘perfect! agreement’! category.! ! This! confirms! the! LUDH!
researchers! had! an! acceptable! level! of! agreement! with! the! authors! of! the! index! to! be! awarded!
‘expert’!status.!!!
The!authors!of! the! index!also!provided!written!commentary!on!each!of! the! images! in! the!sample.!!
Their!thoughts!will!be!explored!further!in!the!discussion!chapter.!!!




























is! only! on! retrospective! analysis! of! the! growth! velocity! that! the! peak! velocity! is! identifiable! and!
therefore! it!would!be!difficult! for! the!orthodontist! to!distinguish!and! is!of! little!assistance!when! it!
comes! to! assessing! the! remaining! growth!potential.! ! It! is! debatable!whether! this! growth! analysis,!
which!is!largely!representative!of!long!bone!growth,!is!comparable!to!mandibular!growth.!!!
Assessment!of!the!morphology!of!the!cervical!vertebrae,!using!various!indices,!has!been!proposed!as!
a! method! of! identifying! the! timing! of! the! onset! of! the! pubertal! peak! in! skeletal! growth,! and!
estimates!the!proportion!of!growth!remaining.!!!
The! Cervical! Vertebrae! Maturation! (CVM)! index! described! by! Baccetti! et! al.,38! ! follows! the!
morphological!changes! in! the!cervical!vertebrae!throughout!growth!and!relates!this! to!mandibular!
growth! potential.!Many! studies! have! assessed! alternative!methods! of! CVM! staging,! including! the!
Lamparski8!and!the!Hassel!and!Farman20!methods,!and!found!very!positive!reliability.20,24,28,29!!These!
studies! will! not! be! compared! to! the! results! of! the! Liverpool! study! because! they! were! testing! a!
different!index.!!!The!same!principal!applies!to!reliability!tests!of!the!earlier!version!of!the!CVM!index!
used!in!this!study.34,37!!
Intra1observer! and! inter1observer! agreement! between! orthodontic! clinicians,! with! no! previous!
experience! of! CVM! staging,! was! found! overall! to! be! ‘substantial’! (weighted! kappa! 0.610.8)! when!




When! the! results! of! the! observers! that! had! “research! level”! experience! of! the! CVM! index! were!






registrars! from! October! 2011! until! the! required! number! was! attained.! ! This! method! of! sample!
collection!was!decided!upon!because!it!was!the!quickest!way!to!identify!the!large!sample!of!lateral!
cephalograms!that!would!satisfy!the!inclusion/!exclusion!criteria,!in!the!most!convenient!time!frame.!!!!
Patients! treated! by! new! registrars! are! largely! peri1pubertal! and! therefore! cephalograms! would!
display!the!various!stage!of!cervical!maturation.!!The!second!reason!for!choosing!consecutive!images!
was!that!the!radiology!department!LUDH!had!recently!transferred!from!plain!film!cephalograms!to!





as!a!means!of! improving! the!generalizability!of! the! results!of!a! reliability.94! ! This! recommendation!
was! made! to! overcome! the! problem! of! authors! pre1selecting! ideal! images! for! reliability! studies,!
which!would!bias! findings.! !However,! the!LUDH! image!sample!was!selected!purely!on! the!basis!of!













to! enhance! images,! by!magnification!or! contrast,111! and! therefore! possibly! allow! a!more! accurate!
stage! determination.! ! Another! technique! possible! with! image! analysis! software! is! the! use! of!




The! study!was! carried! out! in! a! classroom! style! environment,!with! a! large! projector! screen! at! the!
front,!and!observers!positioned!with!a!direct!view!of!the!screen.!!This!environment!was!deemed!the!
most! suitable! for! providing! the! presentation! to! a! large! group! of! observers.! ! Clinicians,! however,!
would!be!more!familiar!with!viewing!radiographs!in!a!more!intimate!environment!such!as!directly!on!









difference! in! interpretation!of! the! index!would!have!been! for! the!authors!of! the! index! to!provide!
more! explicit! classification! of! what! to! do! when! images! are! between! stages,! or! to! expand! the!
categories!to!define!late!and!early!stages!more!explicitly.!!!
Another!limitation!of!this!study!is!that!the!reliability!is!only!achievable!when!training!is!provided!in!













LUDH! lateral! cephalograms,! was! 89%,! with! a! ! Κw# 0.70,! (95%! CI! 0.6710.76),! (Table! 8.2.1).! This!
corresponds!to!‘substantial’!or!‘good’!agreement!depending!on!which!scale!is!used!to!interpret!the!






perfect! intra1observer! reliability.! !Alkhal!et! al.,! reported!96%! intra1observer!agreement!when! they!
applied!the!index!to!a!sample!of!25!lateral!cephalograms,!3!weeks!apart.88!!The!25!radiographs!were!
randomly! selected! from! a!much! larger! image! sample! of! 400! Chinese! subjects.! ! No! details! of! the!
randomization! process! were! given! or! justification! of! why! 25! had! been! chosen! to! assess! intra1
observer! reliability.! ! The!principal! investigator!was! the!only!observer! tested! for! the! intra1observer!
reliability.!!!The!results!of!this!study!therefore!may!be!misleading!on!account!of!the!observer!having!






of! the!observer!was!not! stated,! and!neither!was!why! they!decided! to!assess!only!30! radiographs.!!
This!study!opens!itself!up!to!the!same!criticism!of!the!previous!study,!in!that!it!reports!only!the!intra1
observer! agreement! for! 1! person,! therefore! has! little! or! no! generalizability.! ! The! percentage!
agreement!of!Lai!et!al.,11!does!state!similar!results!to!this!study,!however!no!chance!corrected!kappa!




Neither! Lai! et! al.,11!or!Akhal! et! al.,88! specifically! state! the! format!of! the! image! sample,!however! if!
they! followed! the! instructions! of! the! authors! of! the! index! they! would! have! traced! the! cervical!
vertebrae! prior! to! staging.! ! This! method! has! been! criticized! by! other! researchers89! because! of!




Therefore,! in! comparison! to! Lai11! and!Akhal88! the! results! of! this! study! are!more!generalizable! and!
applicable!to!the!clinical!environment.!!!
Other! studies! have! reported! lower! intra1observer! agreement! using! this! index! than! found! in! this!
study.!!Gabreil!et!al.,89!!conducted!a!well1designed!reliability!study!to!assess!the!reliability!of!the!CVM!
index,38! using! a! random! sample! of! 90! lateral! cephalograms! (30! individual! and! 30! pairs)! and! 10!
(specialist! practitioners)! observers! with! no! previous! experience.! ! No! details! of! how! the! random!
sample!was!identified!were!given!on!the!study.!!All!images!were!displayed!in!the!sample!format!and!
quality!as!digital!radiographs.!!Intra1observer!agreement!is!not!given!a!point!score!in!this!paper!but!
the!author’s! state!62%!exact! intra1observer! agreements! and!with! the!weighted! kappa! range! from!
0.410.8! for! the! 10! individual! observers.! ! This! corresponds! to! a! moderate1substantial! agreement!
according! to! Cohen! et! al.,101! however,! the! authors! interpreted! it! as! evidence! of! overall! poor!
reproducibility! of! the! CVM! index.! ! When! staging! the! LUDH! sample! this! population! of! observers!
achieved! absolute! agreement! in! 61.4%!of! observations! and!of! the! disagreements! a! further! 30.0%!
were! only! one! stage! apart.! ! This! means! 38.6! %! of! intra1observer! scores! were! disagreements.! Of!




apart!and!0%!were!5! stages!apart.89! !This!means!81.7%!of! !were,!at! the!most!one!category!apart.!!
These! results! do!not! support! the! title! of!Gabreil’s! paper1! “Cervical* Vertebrae*maturation*method:*
poor*reproducibility”89!
Possible!explanations!for!the!greater!variation!in!kappa!!found!by!Gabreil!89!!compared!to!this!study,!!
are! firstly! the! training! the! observers! received! and! how!each! observer! interpreted! it,! and! also! the!







with! varying! experience,! assessed! the! traced! cervical! vertebrae! of! image! sample! and! applied! 3!
different!CVM!indices.! !Of!all!methods!assessed!the! intra1observer!kappa!statistic!was!greatest! for!







As! discussed! previously,! studies! that! use! the! principal! researchers! as! observers!may! be! biased! as!
observers!are!thought!to!have!a!greater!understanding!than!the!wider!population.!!In!this!study!the!
intra1observer!reliabilities!of! the!PI!and!research!supervisor!were!96%,! !Κw#0.88!(95%!CI!0.8110.95)!
and! 90%! Κw# 0.83! (95%! CI! 0.74110.92).! ! Both! of! the! researchers’! intra1observer! weighted! kappa!
statistics! were! greater! than! the! observers!with! no! experience.! ! This! finding! provides! evidence! to!











and!was! reassuringly! very! similar! on! both! occasions.! ! The! inter1observer! reliability,! for! the! LUDH!
sample!on!phase! I!was!88%! !Κw#0.68! (95%!CI!0.6210.74)!and!on!phase! II!was!88%!Κw#0.66! (95%!CI!
0.6110.72).! ! These! finding! both! equate! to! a! ‘substantial’! or! ‘very! good’! level! of! agreement.! ! This!





observer! agreement! of! kappa! 0.846!with! 92%! agreements! between! the! observers.! However,! this!
sample! was! small! and! with! no! justification! of! sample! size.! ! This! kappa! score! corresponds! to!
‘excellent’!agreement,!however!may!be!biased!due!to!the!researcher!acting!as!one!of!the!observers.!!!
Lai! et! al.,! assessed! inter1observer! agreement! of! the! CVM! index! between! 3! observers! on! one!
occasion,!looking!at!30!radiographs.11!They!reported!a!90%!overall!!agreement.!!This!is!similar!to!the!
findings!of!this!study!however,!they!do!not!give!a!chance!corrected!kappa!score!or!any!details!on!the!
range! of! the! agreement.! ! There! was! also! no! comment! on! the! experience! of! the! 2! additional!
observers!(one!was!the!researcher).!!!
Gabreil! et! al.,89! looked! at! the! inter1observer! agreement! between! 10! observers! looking! at! 90!
radiographs.! ! As! mentioned! previously,! this! study! had! a! good! methodology.! ! They! found! inter1
observer! agreement,!using!Kendall!W! statistic,! to!be!0.74!on! the! first! occasion!and!0.72!at! the!31






failure!of!observers! to!consistently!agree!on!the!exact!same!stage.! ! !Kendall’s!W*statistic! is!a!non1
parametric!statistic!and! is!used!for!assessing!agreement!among!observers!when!they!have!to!rank!
the! order! of! a! set! of! data.107! This! test! would! be! appropriate! if! observers! had! to! rank! the!
cephalograms! in! order! of! their! stage! of! maturation,! therefore! in! the! methodology! described! in!
Gabreil’s!study,!calculation!of!Fleiss’!weighted!kappa!for!multiple!observers!would!have!been!more!
appropriate.108!!!This!may!be!therefore!interpreted!as!a!inaccurate!or!misleading!conclusion.!!
!It! is! well! recognized! that! growth! and! development! is! a! gradual! process,! albeit! interspersed!with!
periods!of!increased!activity,!therefore!it! is! intrinsic!that!some!“between!stages”!will!be!difficult!to!
differentiate! and! therefore! may! result! in! a! variation! of! staging.! ! ! In! the! Liverpool! study,! the!
researchers! have! tried! to! overcome! this! difficulty! by! asking! observers! to! round! up! if! they! were!
unsure!of!which!category!to!put! the!radiograph! into.! !This!may!not!necessarily!be!what!a!clinician!
would!do!in!a!clinical!environment,!as!there!may!be!other!factors,!which!will!influence!their!clinical!
judgment,! but! nonetheless! it! allowed! observers!with! no! experience! of! the! index! to! classify! those!
radiographs!that!may!have!been!more!difficult!to!stage.!!!
Jaqueira90!calculated!inter1observer!reliability!for!the!same!images!described!previously.!!They!found!
weighted! inter1observer! kappa! statistic! of! 0.73.! ! They! gave! no!measure! of! the! error! in! this! point!
kappa!score.!!Their!kappa!statistic!is!within!the!same!parameter!of!agreement!as!this!study!and!even!









researchers!was! in!the! ‘almost!perfect’!agreement!category!although!the! lower!95%CI! limit!was! in!
the! ‘substantial’! agreement! category.! ! The! other! clinicians’! inter1observer! agreement! was! in! the!
‘substantial’! agreement! category.! ! However,! it! was! not! possible! to! determine! whether! this!
difference! was! not! statistically! significant! increase.! ! Therefore,! it! is! not! possible! to! support!





It! has! been! suggested! that! observers! with! researcher! level! experience! are! more! likely! to! be!
consistent!with!their!application!of!the!CVM!staging!index!and!demonstrate!higher! inter1!and!intra!
agreement.!94!
The! observers! in! this! study! were! made! up! of! clinicians! with! different! levels! of! orthodontic!
experience.! ! ! The! intra1! and! inter1observer! reliability! was! compared! between! the! consultant!
orthodontist!group!and!the!trainee!orthodontists’!group.! !No!statistically!significant!difference!was!




15! images,!2!weeks!apart.! !Ballrick!reported!intra–operator!weighted!kappa!of!0.82! !and!an! ! inter1
observer! agreement! 0.84! (almost! perfect! agreement).! ! This! is! greater! than! the! intra1! and! inter1
observer!agreement! found! in!this!study.! !This! is!not!surprising!as!the! image!sample!was!small!and!
chosen! from! the!Ohio! University! historical! archive,! based! on! their! quality.! ! This! implies! that! bias!







on! a! number! of! levels.! ! Firstly,! patient1positioning! error! in! the! lateral! cephalostat! is! a! common!
problem!and!structures,!such!as!the!lower!border!of!the!mandible,!!are!often!overlapped!on!routine!
lateral!cephalograms.! !Patient!positioning!errors!may!have!two!main!effects!on! the! !quality!of! the!
presentation! of! the! cervical! vertebrae.! ! It! may! lead! to! the! vertebrae! not! being! displayed! on! the!
lateral!cephalogram,!making!CVM!staging! impossible,! !or!overlapping!of! the!vertebrae,!which!may!
make!CVM!staging!more!difficult.!!!
Along!side!the!main!aim!of!this!study,!the!researchers!assessed!the!lateral!cephalogram!images!that!
were!routinely! taken! in!Liverpool!University!Dental!Hospital,! for! inclusion!of!cervical!vertebrae!2,3!
and! 4.! (Chapter! 4).! ! The! initial! audit! was! undertaken! in! the! planning! stage! of! the!main! study! to!
determine! how! many! of! the! radiographs,! taken! for! patients! commencing! treatment,! were!
theoretically!suitable!for!inclusion!in!the!main!study.!!It!highlighted!a!problem!that!in!17%!of!lateral!
cephalograms,!taken!in!the!specified!time!frame,!did!not!include!the!cervical!vertebrae!necessary!for!
CVM! staging! and! therefore! would! not! be! suitable! for! inclusion! in! the! study.! ! This! result! was!
communicated! to! the! staff! in! the! radiology! department! who! were! subsequently! given! the!
appropriate! training.! ! This! resulted! in! a! reduction! of! 10%! in! number! of! cephalograms! not! being!
suitable! for! staging,! during! the! same! time! period! in! the! following! year! (201112012).! ! ! This!
prospective!education!of! the!staff! in! the! radiology!department!was! the!only!effort!put! in!place! to!
improve!the!image!quality!of!the!sample.!!This!is!in!contrast!to!other!studies.!!!Jaqueira90!reports!that!
they!only! included!lateral!cephalograms!where!there!was!no!overlapping!of!the!cervical!vertebrae.!!
This!would! improve!the! image!sample!quality!and!therefore!may! increase!the!agreement!between!
observers!in!comparison.!!!
This! study! included! all! radiographs! satisfying! the! inclusion! and! exclusion! criteria,! of! which!
overlapping!was! not! considered.! ! This! resulted! in! some! images!with! overlapping! of! the! vertebrae!
86!
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being! included! in! the! sample! so,! although! this! may! make! staging! more! difficult,! it! is! more!
representative!of!the!material!an!orthodontist!may!encounter!in!everyday!practice.!!!
Another!way! of! quantifying! the! quality! of! the! image! sample!may! be! in! terms! of! how! closely! the!
images! represent!each!of! the!six!defined!categories!of! the! index.! !As!discussed!previously,!growth!
does! not! follow! six! distinct! categories,! like! the! index,! and! therefore! it! is! inevitable! that! some!
presentations! of! the! cervical! vertebrae! will! be! more! difficult! to! stage! and! others! will! be!
straightforward.!!!
A!plausible!statement!is!that!those!cephalograms!with!distinct!features!of!a!specific!category!will!be!
easier! to!stage.! ! ! !This! theory! is! supported!by! the!difference! in! intra1!and! inter1observer! reliability!




this! improvement!was! statistically! significant! at! the! first! phase! only.! ! This! confirms! that! selecting!
images! in! the! consecutive! order! they!were! taken! gave! a!more! generalizable! result! than! using! an!
ideal,!standardized!image!sample.!!!!!!
The! results! of! Ballrick! et! al.,! illustrate! this! point! further! by! demonstrating! ’perfect! agreement’!!
between!15!orthodontic! residents! (trainee!orthodontists),! assessed! an! image! sample! ! selected!on!
the! basis! of! image! quality.87! ! However,! it! was! not! possible! to! determine! what! effect! the! image!
quality!had!and!how!it!contributed!to!the!‘prefect!agreement’!that!the!authors!reported.!!!










The! training! of! observers,! in! the! understanding! and! application! of! the! CVM! staging!method,!was!
provided!at!the!beginning!of!each!phase!of!the!reliability!study!by!the!principal!researcher,!BJR.!!!
The! format! of! the! training! began! with! a! description! of! the! learning! objectives! for! the! training!
session.! ! Stating! clear! learning! objectives! has! been! advocated! by! Cohen! et! al.,! as! an! integral!







training! the! researcher! structured! the! teaching! to! a! satisfy! the! well1recognized! learning! model,!
Visual,!Auditory!and!Kinesthetic! ! (VAK).109! This!model!of! learning! focused!on! the!different!ways! in!
which!people!learn.!!Visual!learners!have!a!preference!for!seeing,!they!think!in!pictures;!visual!aids!






To! introduce! the! observers! to! the! CVM! method,! the! presentation! began! with! a! diagrammatic!
overview!of! the!six!different!stages.! !This!was! followed!by!a!detailed!stage1by1stage!description!of!
the!index.!!The!method!of!training!was!based!on!gradually!increasing!the!amount!of!detail!conveyed,!
through!oral!presentation!and!diagrammatic!and!radiographic!examples,!allowing!the!observers! to!
familiarize! themselves!with! the! index.! ! The! final! stage! of! the! training!was! to! a! group! exercise,! in!
which!the!group!applied!the!index!and!put!into!practice!the!knowledge!they!had!acquired.!!This!was!
to! ensure! that! everyone! understood! the! index! prior! to! the! reliability! test.! ! Following! the! training!





One!way! of! quantifying! the! success! of! the! teaching!was! to! look! at! how! accurately! the! observers!
staged! the! sample! of! ideal! radiographs.! ! As!mentioned! previously,! this! sample! of! 11! radiographs,!
provided! by! McNamara,! were! ‘textbook’! examples! corresponding! to! various! stages! of! the! CVM!
index.! ! In! theory,! if! the! observers! could! stage! this! sample! then! they! understood! the! index.! ! The!
intra–! and! inter1observer! reliability!was! ‘almost! perfect’! for! the! ideal! image! sample.! ! This!was! an!
encouraging! result! and! showed! that!with! ideal! images,! the!observers!were! competent! in!applying!
the!index.!!!
Many! studies,! assessing! the! CVM!method! of! assessing!mandibular! growth,! have! used! experts! or!
individuals!with!research!level!experience!with!the!index!who!have!not!required!any!formal!training.!!!
Other! studies! have! included! a! training! component,! which! they! described! was! based! on! the!

















each! radiograph! for! the! LUDH! sample.! McNamara! and! Franchi! staged! the! sample! and! provided!
commentary!on!the!sample,!individually!and!overall.!!!
The!general!commentary!provided!by!McNamara’s!group!was!that!presenting!the!images!in!the!full!
lateral! cephalogram! format,! instead! of! in! cropped! format,!may! be!misleading! and! that! the! index!










The! intra1observer! agreement! between! the! Liverpool! researchers! and! the! Michigan! experts! was!
found! to! be! ‘substantial’! with! a! weighted! kappa! statistic! of! 0.78! (SE! 0.04).! ! This! result! indicated!
‘substantial! agreement’! but!was! surprisingly! lower! than! expected,! considering! the! higher! level! of!
agreement!between!the!Liverpool!experts.!!To!explain!the!difference,!each!of!the!Michigan!experts!
comments!were!compared!to! the!Liverpool!experts’! scores!and!overall! two!main!differences!were!
identified.!!The!main!difference!was!found!between!a!numbers!of!radiographs!that!McNamara!had!
staged! as! CVM! Stage! 4,! but! commented! that! they! were! late! stage! 4! in! the! commentary.! ! The!
Liverpool! researchers!had!staged!these! images!as!cervical! stage!5.! !This!difference! in!classification!
can! be! explained! by! how! the! Liverpool! researchers! have! interpreted! the! index.! ! BJR! and! JEH,!!
recognized!that!some!late!stage/!very!early!stage!examples!were!very!similar.!!In!order!for!observers!









The!main! implication! for! practice! is! that! this! research! indicates! the!method! of! CVM! staging! was!
reliable,!when!applied!by!consultant!and!trainee!orthodontists,!who!have!had!training!in!the!use!of!
the!improved!version!for!cervical!vertebrae!staging.38!!This!may!help!clinicians!to!determine!the!most!






be! included! reliably! as! a! variable,! in! research! that! assesses! treatment! effects,! or! compares!
characteristics!of!different!treatment!groups.!!!
This! is! particularly! important! in! research! that! investigates! optimal! treatment! timing! for! different!
treatment!modalities!or!investigates!treatment!efficiency!with!respect!to!treatment!timing.!!!
Cervical!vertebrae!maturation! is!a!reliable! index!that!should!also!be! included! in!any!future!growth!
studies.!!!!
This!study!has!shown!that!the!application!of!the!index!is!reliable!but!further!research!is!required!to!







dimensions!of! the!cervical!vertebrae!for!stage!determination!could!be!assessed.! ! If!
this! was! achievable,! software! could! be! developed! to! determine! the! stage,! which!
would! remove! the! variability! in! application! and! interpretation! of! the! index.! ! ! This!
would!remove!the!need!for!training!and!interpretation!of!the!index.!'
• The! next! logical! step! is! to! validate! the! CVM! index! for! mandibular! growth! in! a!
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The peak interval will start not earlier than 2 years after this stage 
one year -1 y -2 ys +1 y +2 ys 
• All lower borders are flat (7% may show a concavity) 




Trapezoid  CS 2 
The peak interval will start 1 year after this stage 
one year -1 y -2 ys +1 y +2 ys 
• The lower border of C2 shows a concavity (80% of the subjects)  




The peak interval starts at this stage 
one year -1 y -2 ys +1 y +2 ys 
• The lower borders of C2 and C3 may show a concavity 
• C3 or C4 may be trapezoid or rectangular horizontal in shape 
Trapezoid + Two 
Notches  CS 4 
The peak interval ends at this stage  




one year -1 y -2 ys +1 y +2 ys 
• All lower borders show concavities 









one year -1 y -2 ys +1 y +2 ys 
• All lower borders show concavities 
• At least one of the bodies of C3 and C4  









one year -1 y -2 ys +1 y +2 ys 
• All lower borders show concavities 
• At least one of the bodies of C3 and C4  











Cervical Maturation Stages 
 Stage 1   Stage 2    Stage 3      Stage 4     Stage 5      Stage 6 
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